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1. INTRODUCTION 
We prove that the category of ternary structures with strong homomorphisms 
as morphisms is isomorphic with a particular category of groupoids. Objects of the 
latter category are groupoids whose carriers are power sets and operations are 
totally additive. Morphisms ofthis category are totally additive and atom-preserving 
homomorphisms ofthose groupoids. By means of the isomorphism of these categories, 
the problem of constructing all strong homomorphisms between two ternary struc­
tures is reduced to the problem ofconstructing all totally additive and atom-preserving 
homomorphisms between two groupoids. The properties of a ternary structure in­
fluence the properties of the groupoid corresponding to the structure with respect 
to the above mentioned isomorphism and vice versa. The relationship between 
properties of a ternary structure and properties of the corresponding groupoidis 
also studied here. 
2. TOTALLY ADDITIVE AND ATOM-PRESERVING MAPPINGS 
For any set A we denote by P(A) its power set, i.e., P(A) — {X; X ç A}. 
Let A, A' be sets. 
A mapping H of P{A) into P{A') is said to be totally additive if 
H(V{X^Lel]) = V{H(XJ; ieI) 
for any system [XL; і є /}of subsets of the set A. 
A mapping H of P(A) into P(A') is referred to as atom-preserving if for any x e A 
there exists x' є A' such that #({*}) = {*'}• 
If r is a relation from A to A', then for any XeP(A) we put P[r] (X) = {x'eA; 
there exists xeX with (x, x') є r). Clearly, P[ r ] is a mapping of P(A) into P(A'). 
For any mapping H of P{A) into P(A'), we set Q[H] = {(x, x') є A x A'; x' є 
є H({x})}. Clearly, Q [ # ] is a relation from A to A'. 
In what follows, we use the following results of [6]. 
Lemma 1. / / H is a mapping of P(A) into P(A') and if Q [ # ] is a mapping, then 
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for any a e A and any a' є Ä the conditions a' = Q[H] (a), {a'} = H({a}) are 
equivalent ([6] Corollary 1). П 
Lemma 2. Let A, A' be sets, H a mapping ofP(A) into P{A'). Then thefollowing 
assertions are equivalent. 
(i) H is totally additive. 
(ii) H = (P o Q) [Я] ([6] Lemma 4). • 
Lemma 3. Let A, A' be sets, H a mapping ofP(A) into P(A'). Then thefollowing 
assertions are equivalent. 
(i) H is totally additive and atom-preserving. 
(ii) Q[H] is a mapping and H = (P о Q) [tf] holds ([6] Corollary 2). • 
Lemma 4. / / A, Ä are sets and h a mapping of A into A', then (Q o P) [fo] = h 
([6] Lemma 5). • 
3. CATEGORY TER 
The instruments of the theory of categories needed in what follows may be easily 
found in [3]. 
Let A be a set and t ^ A x A x A. Then t is said to be a ternary relation on A 
andthe ordered pair [A, t) is called a ternary structure. 
If (A, t), (A', t') are ternary structures and h is a mapping of A into A', then h is 
said to be a strong homomorphism of the ternary structure (A, t) into (A', t') 
whenever the following holds: For any x є A, y e A, z' є A', the condition 
(h(x), z', h(y)) є t' is satisfied if and only if there exists z є A such that (x, z, у) є t, 
h(z) = z'. (In [4] strong homomorphisms ofternary structures appear in a different 
meaning.) 
Clearly, l (yM) is a strong homomorphism of (A, t) into (A, t). We prove that the 
composite of two strong homomorphisms is a strong homomorphism, too. Let h 
be a strong homomorphism of (A, t) into (A', t') and k a strong homomorphism 
of (A', t') into (A", t"); suppose that x є А, у є A, z" e A" are arbitrary. 
If there exists z є A with (x, z, у) є t, z" = k(h(z)), we set h(z) = z'. Since h 
is a strong homomorphism, we obtain (h(x), z', h(y)) e t'. As k is a strong homo­
morphism and k(z') = z", we have (k(h(x)), z", k(h(y))) e t". 
On the other hand, if (k(h(x)), z", k(h(y))) e t", then the fact that k is a strong 
homomorphism implies the existence of z' є A' with (h(x), z', h(y)) e t', z" = k(z'), 
and the fact that h is a strong homomorphism entails the existence o f z e i with 
(x, z, y) e t, z' = h(z). Thus z" = k(h(z)). 
This proves the existence of a category TER whose objects are ternarystructures 
andwhose morphisms are strong homomorphisms ofthese structures. 
Example 1. Let (A, t), (A', t') be ternary structures. A mapping h of A into A 'is 
said to be a homomorphism of (A, t) into (A', t') if (.x% z, у) є řimplies (h(x), h(z), 
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h(y)) є t'. Clearly, any strong homomorphism is a homomorphism but the converse 
need not hold as is seen from the following. Let A, A! be non-empty sets, t = 0, 
t' = Ä x A' x A'. If h is an arbitrary mapping of A into A', then h is a homo-
morphism. For an arbitrary a є A we have (h(a), h(a), h(a)) є t', but for any z є A 
with &(z) = h{a) we obtain (a, z, a) £ /. Thus, h is no strong homomorphism of(A, t) 
into (A', f'). D 
Example 2. Let ř be a binary operation on the set A, i.e., ř is a mapping of A x A 
into A. As usual, we denote by t(a, b) the value assigned to the ordered pair (a, b) e 
є A x A. A set provided with a binary operation is said to be a groupoid (see e.g., 
[ l ] , [2]). A groupoid with the carrier A and with the operation t will be denoted 
by (A, t). 
Let (A, t), (A', i') be groupoids, h a mapping of A into A'. Then /i is said to be 
a homomorphism of the groupoid (A, t) into the groupoid (A', t') if and only if 
h(t(a, b)) = t'(h(a), h{b)) holds for any a, b in A. 
A binary operation t on a set A may be considered to be a ternary relation: we put 
(a, c, b) e t' if and only if c = t(a, b). In what follows, we shall not distinguish 
between t and ť and we shall write t for t'. Thus, a groupoid (A, t) can be also 
regarded as a ternary structure. Therefore, if (A, i), (A', i') are groupoids, we may 
consider groupoid-homomorphisms of (A, t) into (A', Ґ) and strong homomorphisms 
of (A, t) into (A', t'). We prove that groupoid-homomorphisms coincide with strong 
homomorphisms. 
Let (A, t), (A', r') be groupoids and h a mapping of A into A'. 
Suppose that h is a groupoid-homomorphism and that a, b є A, c' є A' are 
arbitrary. Then (h(a), c', u(b)) є t' rr.eans c' = t'(h(a), h(b)) = h(t(a, b)) which is 
equivalent to the existence of c = t{a, b) e A such that h(c) = c', (a, c, b) e /. Thus 
h is a strong homomorphism ofthe ternary structure (A, f) into (A', i'). 
On the other hand, if h is a strong homomorphism of the ternary structure (A, t) 
into (A', t') and if 0, Ь are arbitrary elements in A, then c = r(a, b) exists and 
(a, c, b) є / holds. Put c' = h(c); then (h(a), c', h(b)) e t' holds which means h(c) = 
= c' = t'(h(a), h(b)), i.e., ft(i(tf, b)) = t'(h(a), h(b)). Thus, h is a groupoid-homo­
morphism of (A, ř) into (A', t'). • 
Let (A, i) be a ternary structure. The relation t and the structure (A, ř) is said 
to be 
(1) symmetric if and only if (x, z, у) є t implies (y, z, x) є ř for any x, y, z in A; 
(2) asymmetric if and only if (x, z, j ) є t implies (y, z, x) ф t for any x, y, z in A; 
(3) cyclic, if and only if (x, z, j ) є ř implies (z, j , x) є t for any x, y, z in A; 
(4) transitive if and only if (x, z, у) є ř, (y, z, u) є ř imply (x, z, u) є ř for any 
x, y, z, u in A (cf. [4], [5]). 
Theorem 1. Let (A, t), (A', /') be ternary structures and h a strong homomorphism 
of (A, t) onto (A', t'). If(A, t) is symmetric (cyclic), then so is (A', / '). 
Proof. Let us have (x', z', y') є t'. We take x, y e A such that &(x) = x', h(y) = y', 
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which is possible because h is surjective. Since (h(x), z', h(y)) є t' and since h is 
a strong homomorphism, there exists z є A such that h(z) = z' and (x, z, j ) є t. 
If ř is symmetric, then (y, z, x) є t which implies that ( / , z', x') = (fr(y), z', h(x)) e t' 
and f' is symmetric. If t is cyclic, then (z, j , x) є t which implies that (z', y', x') = 
= (h(z), y', h(x)) e t' and ť is cyclic. П 
Similar results for asymmetry and transitivity do not hold as is seen from the 
following. 
Example 3. Suppose that A = {a, b, c, d}, A' = {a', b', c'}, t = {(a, b, c), (c, J, a)}, 
i' = {(a', b', c'), (c', b', a')} and that % ) = a', h(b) = b' = h(d), h(c) = c'. Then 
(A, t) is asymmetric and transitive while (A', t') is neither asymmetric nor transitive 
((a', b', c') є /', (c', b', a') є ř' would imply (a', b', a') є t' for а transitive i'). We prove 
that h is a strong homomorphism of (Л, t) onto (A', i'). Indeed, if (x, z, >') є t, then 
(ft(x), fo(z), Я(у)) є t'. On the other hand, if x e A, у є A, z' є A' are such that 
(h(x), z', h(y)) є i', then either (h(x), z', ft(y)) = (a', b', c') or (ft(x), z', fr(y)) = 
= (c', b', a'). In the firstcase we have x = a, y = c and choose z = b; in the latter 
we have x = c, y = a and choose z = d. Thus (x, z, у) є ř, h(z) = z'. • 
4. TOTALLY ADDITIVE OPERATIONS 
Let (A, t) be a ternary structure. For any X є P(A), Ye P(A) we set 
R[r](X,r) = 
= {z e A; there exist x є X and y e Y such that (x, z, ^) є ř} . 
Clearly, (P(A), R[i]) is a groupoid. 
Theorem 2. Lcf (A, t), (A', t') be ternary structures and h a mapping ofA into Af. 
Then thefollowing assertions are equivalent. 
(i) h is a strong homomorphism of(A, t) into (A', t'). 
(ii) P[^] is a totally additive atom-preserving homomorphism of (P(A), R[i]) 
into (P(A'), R[i']). 
Proof. If (/) holds and X, YeP(A) are arbitrary, then P[fc](R[i](Z, Y)) = 
= P [ / i ] ( { z e i ; there exist xeX, yeYmth (x,z,y)et]) = {h(z); there exist 
x є X, y e Y with (x, z, y) e t}. Similarly, R[i ' ] (P[ft] (X), P[fc] (F)) = R [ ť ] ({h(x); 
x e X}, {h(y); у є Y}) = {z' є A'; there exist x є X, у є У with (h(x), z', h(y)) є ť). 
The fact that /i is a strong homomorphism implies that P[&] (R[i] (^, У)) = 
= R M ( P M (*)> P M ( y ) ) f o r a n y * є P(Ä)and any У е P(Ä)which means that 
P[fr] is a homomorphism of the groupoid (P(A), R[r]) into (P(A'), R[i ']). 
By definition, P[^] is totally additive. By Lemma 4, we have (Q o P) [u] = h. 
Thus, Q[P[ft]] is a mapping and (P о Q) [P[/i]] = (P o Q o P) [ft] = P[ft] and, 
therefore, P[ft] is totally additive and atom preserving by Lemma 3. Thus (ii) holds. 
Suppose that (//) is satisfied. If (h(x), z', h(y)) e t' holds for x є А, у є A, z' e A', 
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then ť є R[r'] ({/z(x)}, {h(y)}) = R[t'] (V[h] ({*}), P[*]({,})) = 
= p[A] № 1 ({*}> W)) = p W ({z; (*>z' зОє '})' = W z ) ; (*>z> зОє '} w h i c h 
implies the existence of z є Л with (x, z, у) є /, h(z) = z'. On the other hand, if 
zeA, {x,z,y)et, ft(z) = z ' h o l d , then zeR[i]({x) ,{ ,y}) and, therefore, 'z'e 
e P[fc] (R[,] ({x}, {y]) = ВД (Р[/г] ({x}), P[A] ({>•})) = R [ r ] ({h(x)}, {h(y)}), 
which means (/i(x), z', ft(y)) є ř'. Hence, h is a strong homomorphism and (i) 
holds. П 
Let A be a set, N a binary operation on P(A). The operation N is said to be totally 
additive if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(ta^ For any system {XL\ iel} of subsets of A and for any subset Y of A the 
equation iV(U {Xt; ieI], Y) = (J {#(**, Г); *e /} holds. 
(ta2) For any system {Yx; x є K) of subsets of A and for any subset X of Л the 
equation N(X, U {^; * є K)) = U {N(^, **0; x є K} holds. 
Lemma 5. If(A, t) is a ternary structure, then R[/] is a totally additive operation. 
Proof. If [Xt; tel) is a system of subsets of A and F i s a subset of A, then 
R M (U {^; * e / } , 7) = { z e i ; there existxG(J {X,; iel} and yG 7 w i t h ( x , z , j ) e 
є t} = {z є Л; there exist і є / , x e X,-, у є Y with (x, z, y) e /} = (J {{z є A; there 
exist x e I i 5 yeYv/ith (x,z,y)et}, iel} = U{R(XL, Y); tel), which is {ta^). 
Similarly, we prove that (ta2) holds. • 
If A is a set and N a binary operation on P(A), then we put 
S[iV] = {(*, z, j;) є Л x A x Л; z e N({x}, {j;})} . 
Lemma 6. For any ternary structure (A, t) the condition (S о R) [ř] = t holds. 
Proof. Clearly, (x,z,y)et isequivalent to z e R [ r ] ( { x ) , { j ] ) , which means 
(x, z, y) e S[R[i]] . Thus, ř = S[R[i]] = (S о R) [i] . D 
Lemma 7. / / A is a set and N a totally additive operation on P(A), then N(X, Y) = 
= U { M W > W ) ; ( x j ) e J i x Y] holds for arbitrary XeP(A) and YeP{A). 
Proof. N(X, Y) = iV(U {{*}; x e l } , Y) = U {#({*}, 7); x e l } = U {iV({x}, 
U{{ j} ; yeY}); xeX) = V{V{N({x),{y}); yeY}9 xeX]=V{N({x),{y}); 
(x,y)eX x Y]. D 
Lemma 8. / / A is a set and N a totally additive operation on P(A), then N = 
= (RoS)[Af]. 
Proof. For arbitrary XeP(A), YeP{A) the condition zeN(X, Y) is equivalent 
to the existence of(x, у) є X x Y"such that z є N{{x], {y]) by Lemma 7. By definition 
of S, this means (x, z, j ) є S[iV] for some x є X and some у є Y which may be 
written as z є R[S[JV]] (X, Y). Thus, we have iV = R[S[iV]] - (R o S) [N]. D 
Theorem 3. Let A,A' be sets (P(A),N),(P(A'),N')groupoids with totally additive 
operations, H a totally additive mapping ofP(A) into P{A'). Then thefoUowing 
conditions are equivalent. 
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(i) Q [ # ] is a strong homomorphism of the ternary structure (A, $[iV]) into 
(A',SW). 
(ii) H is a totally additive atom-preserving homomorphism of the groupoid 
(P(A), N) into (P(A'), N'). 
Proof. Put h = Q [ # ] , t = S[N], ť = S[AT]. We obtain P[ft] = Я by Lemma 2, 
R[r] = iV, R[r'] = iV' by Lemma 8. Then (/') coincides with (/) ofTheorem 2 and (ii) 
is identical with (//) ofthe same theorem, i.e., they are equivalent. • 
5. CATEGORY PGR 
We now introduce the category PGR (of Power-set GRoupoids).Objecis of this 
category are groupoids of the form (P(A), N) where A is a sst and N is a totally 
additive operation on P(A). By a morphism of the object {P(A), N) into the object 
(P(A'),N') in PGR we mean a totally additive atom-preserving homomorphisin 
of the groupoid (P(A), N) into {P(A'), N'). 
Since i(P(A),N) *s a totally additive atom-preserving homomorphism of(P(A),N) 
into itself and since the composite of two totally additive atom-preserving homo-
morphisms is a totally additive atom-preserving homomorphism, PGR is a category. 
6. ISOMORPHISM OF CATEGORIES TER AND PGR 
We now introduce two functors. F is a functor of the category TER into PGR 
and G is a functor of the category PGR into TER. These functors will be defined by 
presenting object mapping3 Fo, Go and morphism mappings Fm, Gm. 
lf(A, t) is an object in the category TER and h a morphism in this category, we put 
Fo(A, t) = (P(A), R[ i ] ) , Fm(h) = P[/i] . 
if (P(A), N) is an object in PGR and H is a morphism in this category, we put 
Go(P(A), N) = (A9 S[iV]) , Gm(H) = Q[H] . 
Main Theorem. F is afunctor of the category TER into PGR and G is afunctor 
of the category PGR into TER such that both F о G and G о F are identityfunctors. 
Proof, (l) By Lemma 5, Fo{A, t) is an object in PGRfor any object (A, t) in TER. 
Furthermore, Fm{h) is a morphism in PGRfor any morphism h in TER by Theorem 
2. Clearly,Fm(l ( / M )) = \Fo{Aj) for any object (A,t) in TER. Finally, -if h is 
a morphism of(y4, /) into (A\ t') in TER and h' is a morphism of(^4', t') into (A", *") 
in TER, we obtain (Fm{h') о Fm(li)) (X) = {(h' о /i) (x); . x e l } = (Fm(/i' <, /i)) (X) 
for any X є P(A), which means Fm(/i') о Fm(h) = Fm(h' o /i). 
This implies that F is a functor. 
(2) Similarly, Go(P(A),N) = (A,S[N]) is an object in TER for any object 
(P(A), N) in PGR. Furthermore, Gm(H) is a morphism in TER for any morphism H 
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in PGRby Theorem 3. Clearly, Gm(\(PiA)tN)) = {(x, y) e A x A; у є 1(р(л),лг)({*})} = 
= \A = iGo(P(A),N)-
If Я is a morphism of (P(A),N) into (p(4 ' ) ,W) in PGR and H' is a morphism 
of(P(4') , N') into (P(A"), N") in PGR, then Q[H] , Q[tf ' ] , Q[H' о Я ] are morphisms 
in TER, i.e., mappings. Let x e A, x" є A" be arbitrary. By Lemma 1, the condition 
x" = Q[tf' о Я ] (x) is equivalent to {*"} = H'(H({x})). Since Я, Я ' are atom-
preserving, we obtain H({x]) = {x'}, {x"} = H'({x'}) for some x' є A'. By Lemma 1, 
we obtain x' = Q[H] (x), x" = Q[H'] (x'), i.e. x" = ( Q [ # ' ] o Q [ # ] ) (jc), which 
means Q[H' о Я ] = Q[tf ' ] o Q[tf] , i.e. Gm(H' о Я) = Gm(tf') o Gm(H). 
It follows that G is a functor. 
(3) If (A, t) is an object in TER, then Fo(A, t) = (P(A), R[i]) and Go(Fo(A, t)) = 
= (A, S[R[i]]) = (Л, r) by Lemma 6. Similarly, if (P(A), N) is an object in PGR, 
we obtain Go(P(A), N) = (A, S[JV]) and Fo(Go(P(A), N)) = (P(A), R[S[JV]]) = 
= (P(>4), iV) by Lemma 8. Thus, Go о Fo is the identity on the class of all objects 
in TER and Fo о Go is the identity on the class of all objects in PGR. 
If /i is a morphism in TER, we have Fm(h) = P[ft] and Gm(Fm(h)) = Q[P[^]] = 
= h by Lemma 4. Finally, if Я is a morphism in PGR, we obtain Gm(H) = Q[#]> 
Fm(Gm(H)) = Р [ 0 [ Я ] ] = Я by Lemma 2. Hence, Gm o Fm is the identity on 
the class of all morphisms in TER and Fm 0 Gm is the identity on the class of all 
morphisms in PGR. 
We have proved that F о G and G o F are identity functors. • 
Corollary 1. Thefunctor F is an isomorphism ofthe category TER onto PGR 
and thefunctor G is an isomorphism of the category PGR onto TER. • 
Corollary 2. Let (A, t), (A', ť) be ternary structures. 
(i) For any strong homomorphism h of the structure (Л, t) into (A\ t') there 
exists a totally additive atom-preserving homomorphism H of the groupoid 
(P(A), R[i]) into {P(A'), R[i']) such that h = Q[H]. 
(ii) IfH is an arbitrary totally additive atom-preserving homomorphism of the 
groupoid (P(A), R[i]) into (P(A'), R[r']), then С [ Я ] is a strong homomorphism 
of the structure (A, t) into (A', t'). • 
7. POWER SET GROUPOIDS OF PARTICULAR STRUCTURES 
We now investigate the question whether a particular property (symmetry, asym­
metry, cyclicity, transitivity) of a ternary structure (A, t) influences its power set 
groupoid (P(A), R[i]). 
Theorem 4. Let (A, t) be a ternary structure. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(i) (A, t) is symmetric. 
(ii) For any X, Ye P(A) the condition R[f] (X, Y) = R[i] (Y, X) holds. 
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Proof. Suppose that (i) holds and that z e R [ i ] ( X , Y) is arbitrary. Then there 
exist x є X and у є Fsuch that (x, z, y) e t which implies that (y, z, x) є t and, there­
fore, z є R[i] (Y, X) holds. Thus, R[i] (X, Y) <= R[i] (F, X) which implies (ii). 
If (ii) holds and (x, z, j ) є ř it satisfied, then z є R[ř] ({x}, {y}) = R[t] ({y}, {x}) 
which implies that (y, z, x) є t. We have proved (/). П 
Theorem 5. Let (A, t) be a ternary structure. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(і) (A, t) is transitive. 
(ii) For any X e P(A), U є P(A), z є A the condition R[r] (X, {z}) n 
n R[i] ({z}, U) <= R[i] (X, U) is satisfied. 
Proof. If (/) holds and XeP(A), UeP(A), zeA are arbitrary, then for any 
y є R[r] (X, {z}) n R[r] ({z}, LT) there are x є X and u e U such that (x, y, z) є ř, 
(z, y, w) є ř. The transitivity of t implies that (x, y, u) e t, which means y e R[r] (X, U). 
Thus, {ii) holds. 
If (ii) holds, then, in particular, for any x, y, z, u in A the condition (x, z, у) є t, 
(y, z, w) є t means z є R[i] ({x}, {y}) n R[ř] ({j>}, {w}). By (н), we obtain z є 
є R[i] ({x}, {u}), i.e. (x, z, u) є í. Thus, (i) holds. П 
The last result provokes the questionofthe characteristic property of (A, t) such 
that R[i] (X, Z) n R[r] (Z,U) <= R[ ř ] (X, tf) for any X, Z, tf in P(A). 
The structure (v4, t) and the ternary relation t will be said to be storngly transitive 
ifforany x, y, z, и, i; in A the following condition is satisfied: (x,z, у) є ř, (v, z, u) є ř 
imply (x, z, u) є t. 
Theorem 6. Leř (Л, t) be a ternary structure. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(i) (A, t) is strongly transitive. 
(ii) For any X, Z, U in P(A) the condition R[i] (X, Z) n R[i] (Z, L/) c 
Я R[r] (X, C7) řs satisfied. 
Proof. If(/) holds and X, Z, L̂  in P(^) are arbitrary, then for any у є R[i] (X, Z) n 
n R[i] (Z, LT) there exist x є X, zx є Z, z2 є Z, and w є L/ such that (x, y, zt) є t, 
(z2, y, w) є ř. Since í is strongly transitive, we obtain (x, y, u) e t which implies that 
у є R[i] (X, U). Thus, (ii) holds. 
If (ii) holds and (x, z, у) є ř, (u, z, w) є ř are satisfied, then z e R[ř] ({x}, {y, v}) n 
n R[r] ({>', f}, {u}) Ç R[i] ({x}, {u}) and, thus, (x, z, u) є ř which means that (i) 
holds. • 
Theorem 7. Lei (Л, t) be a ternary structure. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(i) (A, t) is cyclic. 
(ii) For any x,y,z in A thefollowing condition is satisfied: zeR[ i ] ({x j ,{y}) 
if and only if у є R[ř] ({z}, {x}). 
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Proof. If (i) holds and z є R[i] ({x}, {y}), then (x, z, у) є t which implies that 
(z, y, x) e t and, thus, у є R[i] ({z}, {x]). Similarly, у є R[ř] ({z}, {x}) implies 
z e R[i] ({*}, {)'}). Thus (ři) holds. 
If (и*) holds and (x, z, j ) є í, then z є R[f] ({x}, {y)) which implies that у є 
є R[i] ({z}, {x}). Hence (z, y, x) є t and (ï) holds. D 
Theorem 8. Let (A, t) be a ternary structure. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(i) (A, t) is asymmetric. 
(ii) For any x, y in A the following condition is satisfied: R[ř] ({x}, {y}) n 
oRM(M,M) = fc 
Proof. If (i) holds and z 6 R [ i ] ( { x ) , { j ) ) n R [ i ] ( { j ) , { x } ) , then ( x , z , y ) e r , 
(y, z, x) є ř which is a contradiction. Hence, (ï) implies (ii). 
If (и) holds and (x,z,y)et, then z e R [ i ] ( { x ) , { j } ) which implies that z$ 
ф R[r] ({)>}, {x}) and, therefore, (y, z, x) £ f. Thus, (ii) implies (і). П 
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